Fitting Flap Type Seal to Round Top Fridge.
Firstly, upon receiving your new seal, check that the new seal profile is similar
to the old one, hold the new seal against the new one to make sure it is roughly
the same size. If your new seal has been folded for posting you will need to
unfold the seal and lay it flat for at least 1 HOUR in a warm place to settle prior
to installation.
Normally when fitting seals it is easier to do half of a door at a time, starting with
the top half.
With Round Top Fridges it is generally easier to do the bottom half first (unless
you are removing the liner completely from the door).
Remove any items in the door to reduce weight!
Remove screws from bottom half of door, remove old seal and install bottom
half of new seal then replace screws, do not tighten too tight.
Now remove the remainder of the screws (top half of the door) and take out
remaining old seal.
Offer the new seal up to the top of the door and mark of the section which will
be rounded with a pencil.
Carefully “notch out” the sections of the new seal (a notching sample will be
included with seal purchase) – this will help the seal bend around the shoulders
of the liner and prevent kinking.
Install remaining (top half) of seal to door and replace screws.
Your new seal may be tight at first (old seals have had years to compact and
settle in). Many old style doors have latches and strikes that can be adjusted to
accommodate the new height of seal.
Close fridge door and leave as long as possible to settle in.
Once complete, send us a picture of your new seal on your round top fridge, fill
with beer, stand back and admire your handywork!

